
Make This Pop-Up Temple!
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1 Loosely cut out the pieces from Sheets A and B.

2 Then carefully cut out all pieces on the solid lines 
and score  all the broken lines.
TIP:  With scissors always cut into sharp corners NOT 
around them, this makes cutting much easier. 

3 Begin assembly by folding the two Temple halves as 
shown. 

4 Repeat for the two Roof halves.

5 Glue both Temple halves together, A to A (see below).

6 Glue both end  Tabs B & C INSIDE the Temple walls.
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Print out all three sheets on to sti� paper such as index 
paper or 80# cover, available from paper or o�ce supply 
stores.

7 Fold in the Roof Tabs E & F and glue down as shown.

8 Glue one Roof side to the top of the Temple half with 
door cutouts.  Line up the edges of both pieces (Pic 9). 

9 Add a small amount of glue to the Roof ridge line and 
glue both roof halves together (Pic 10).

10 Add a small amount of glue to other Temple half 
(Pic 10) and glue down the other Roof half (Pic 11).

11 The Temple is now ready to glue to the baseboard.

12 Glue down Temple Tab F to the baseboard (Pic 12). 

13 Fold Temple forward and apply glue to Tab G and glue 
to the baseboard where marked (Pic 13).  Fold Tab H 
back over Temple wall and apply glue to it (Pic 13).

14 Fold over back cover and press down where Tab H is.

Congratulations!  Your Temple is �nished!  
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